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United States Medical Library.1 -These works deserve notice in 
this lieview owing to their size and importance; they give at the 
same time an opportunity of recording what progress has been 
made in the attempt to form a complete collection of medical litera- 
ture in the United States. Dr. J. S. Billings, to whom the medical 
profession will ever owe a deep debt of gratitude for his wonderful 
labours, justly says? 

" Comparatively few persons have any idea of the amount of 
medical literature in existence, or of its proper use and true value, 
and the result is that the same ground is traversed over and over 
again The record of the researches, experiences, and 
speculations relating to medical science during the last four hundred 
years is contained in between two and three hundred thousand 
volumes and pamphlets; and while the immense majority of these 
have little or nothing of what we call ' 

practical value,' yet there is 
no one of them which would not be called for by some inquirer if 
he knew of its existence. Hence it is desirable, in this branch of 
literature, as in others, that in each country there shall be at least 
one collection embracing everything that is too costly, too ephe- 
meral, or of too little interest to be obtained and preserved in 
private libraries."2 

The National Medical Library, which was formerly called the 

Library of the Surgeon-General's Office, though formed within the 
last twelve years, now numbers about 40,000 volumes and 40,000 
pamphlets. It is comparatively full in American, English, French, 
and German medical literature of the present century, and in works 
relating to surgery, pathological anatomy, and hygiene. It possesses 
a few valuable manuscripts, the oldest of which is a fine copy of the 
' Lilium Medicinee' of Bernard de Gordon, dated 1349. 
A very considerable approach has thus been made towards the 

1 1. Photographs illustrating rare books in the National Medical Library (In- ternational Exhibition of 1876, Medical Department U. S. Army). Two vols., 
fol. Philadelphia, 1876. 

2. Catalogue of the Library of the Surgeon- General's Office, United States 
Army. Three vols., 4to. Washington, 1873-74. 

? Public Libraries m the United States, chap, vi, p. 171. The reader will 
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ideal in this short period, and a medical library has been formed 
which may justly be compared with any in Europe in extent. It is, 
perhaps, superior in one respect?I mean, in its collection of periodi- 
cals, for of the 10,736 volumes extant, 8214 have been already 
procured.1 It is, also, very rich in inaugural dissertations, a class 
of literature important to the librarian, and the value of which is 
usually underestimated. To obtain complete series of these is even 
more difficult than to get journals, for the reason that they are more 
ephemeral, and because it is scarcely possible to ascertain what have 
been published or when the series may be considered complete. 
For a few schools, lists have been published of the theses presented 
by their graduates, such as Paris and Edinburgh, but even for Edin- 
burgh, the only catalogue of the theses which the writer has been 
able to obtain does not show when the regular printing of all theses 
ceased. Callisen has been led into error in this way in his other- 
wise very complete Bibliographical Lexicon, in which he gives the 
titles of many theses which were never printed, notably of the 

universities of Pennsylvania and Transylvania. The value of these 
theses is fourfold. As material for the history of medicine they may 
be taken to represent the theories and teaching of the school; they 
often contain reports of cases, or accounts of investigations made by 
the student under the direction of a professor, which are of much 
value, and they are necessary to medical biography, the more so as 
in most of the German universities a sketch of the life of the candi- 
date is appended to the thesis. In addition to this, prior to the era 
of medical journalism, it was the custom for the president or one of 
the professors to add an introduction of ten or twelve pages to the 
dissertation, treating on some subject usually having no direct rela- 
tion to the thesis, and forming the sort of paper which would now 
be sent to a medical journal.2 

In so large a collection there must be many books that are un- 
common and some that are decidedly rare. Specimen pages of 
some of these have been reproduced by photography, and such 

find in this chapter a very interesting account of me^ica^.1^^ie,s- (<F,Up^r reference may be made to tlie chapter contributed by i. i nifo 

turyof American Medicine," Phil., 1876, in which there is much statistical and 
other information, not only as to medical libraries, but as to books printed m the 
United States, medical journals, societies, and schools. His remarks on medical 

museums might be applied to many collections \n this country with good effect. '< The practical value Jf large special museums in connection with good hbraries 
devoted to the same specialities is great, but they arc useful rather to the edu- 
cated physician than to the student; and the numerous small collections which 
are scattered over the country in hospitals and private cabinets, are simply so 

much wasted and unused material, in a scientific point of view, and, though 
gratifying to the owner as trophies or mementoes, are of little more real use 
than the strings of teeth which the barbers of old hung out as signs o ion 

skill." 
1 Loc. cit., p. 177. s Loc. cit., p. 178. 
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copies form the two volumes quoted at the head of this article. 
The photographs in all number 104, and may be considered as 

consisting of three series. The first is taken from early printed 
books and from other works which are rare at least in the United 
States. The second relates to surgery and especially military 
surgery; and the third series is from rare books and pamphlets 
connected with American medical history. We may mention the 

subjects of a few of these as examples. No. 1 is a specimen page 
from the manuscript of the 'Lilium Medicinal already mentioned. 
No. 8 is the title-page of the 'Regiment derjungen Kinder/ printed 
at Augsburg in 1473. No. 15 is the first page of the 

f Artzneibuch ' 

of Ortolff von Beyrland, printed at Augsburg in 14-79. No. 16 is 
the first page of the first edition of the surgery of Petrus de la 

Cerlata, printed at Yenice in 1480; the page in the original is 
adorned by illuminated letters. No. 28 is the title-page to the 
celebrated tractate on syphilis by Grunpeck de Burckhausen. 
No. 29 is the first page of the treatise on the same disease by John 
Widman, 1497. Nos. 49 and 50 contain a copy of an auto- 

graph poem by Philip Melancthon, 
' De consideratione humani cor- 

poris/ written on the fly-leaf of a copy of the first edition of 

Vesalius, 'De humani corporis fabrica.' No. 71 is the title-page 
of the first edition of Harvey's 

e Exercitatio anatomica de motu 
cordis et sanguinis in animalibus/ published at Frankfort in 1628. 

The catalogue of the library is in three volumes quarto, and was 
published at Washington in 1873-74. The first two volumes con- 
tain the works of known authors arranged alphabetically according 
to the author's name. The titles are very fully copied; the number 
of pages and often of the plates is mentioned. The paper and 

printing are excellent, and though I have found here and there an 
error in a title, I can testify to the very great care taken in correct- 
ing the press. I hope that supplementary volumes of this cata- 

logue will be published from time to time, and would suggest that 
from any such continuation non-medical works should be omitted, 
such works for example as H. L. Abbot on siege artillery; simple 
reprints of papers from medical journals should likewise be rigidly 
excluded. Works published in a collection should be entered 
under the title of the collection, with only a cross-reference under 
the author's name {e.g. the three works in the catalogue under 
"Actuarius" should be under "Medicce artis principes/'with merely a 
reference at "Actuarius"). Lastly, journals or collections should 
never be entered under, the editor's name. 

The third volume contains in four divisions the anonymous 
works, transactions, reports, and periodicals. The anonymous 
works are arranged under the name of the subject to which they 
refer; the transactions are distributed according to the countries 
and towns; the reports are classified according to the subjects; the 
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periodicals according to countries alone. In my opinion this 
volume should be cancelled and replaced by one containing all 
these works in a single series, the titles being arranged alpha- 
betically according to the rules in use for anonymous books (or, 
better still, be included in the supplementary volumes just sug- 
gested). On the other hand, I consider the mention made of 
journals not in the library by titles printed in small type most useful. 
About a vear ago a specimen fasciculus of a fresh catalogue of 

this library was issued, "in order to show the character and scope 
of the collection, to obtain criticisms and suggestions as to the form 
of catalogue which will be most acceptable and useful, and to 
furnish data for the decision as to whether it is desirable that such 
a work should be printed and distributed/' 
The specimen submitted is of a combined catalogue of subjects 

and authors, arranged alphabetically in a single series. It contains 
also references to articles in journals, transactions, and collections, 
arranged according to the subjects, and printed in small type. I 
must preface the following remarks by saying that a careful exami- 
nation of the specimen soon after its publication1 caused me equal 
pleasure and surprise. The execution of the work was admirable. 
I was charmed with the accuracy and surprised by the industry shown in every page. Many doubts, however, arose in my mind 
as soon as the first feeling of delight had passed, and the result of 
some further consideration and research was a conviction that the 
plan proposed would not be the best in every respect. 
The first and most important question is the size of the proposed 

work. It is stated in the preface that " the complete catalogue on the 
present plan would make five volumes of about one thousand pages 
each/' Is this correct ? The seventy-two pages of the specimen corre- 
spond to about ten pages of the former alphabetical catalogue, and 
there are in the two volumes of authors' names 2147 pages, so that, 
assuming the same proportion to hold good, about 15,000 pages 
would be needed, or three times the estimate. This would pro- 
bably be under, rather than over, the amount of space required, 
owing to the many additions still to be made to the references in 
the specimen. The same conclusion appears certain from an exami- 
nation of the number of entries. There are of them about 55,o00 
in the three volumes of the former catalogue, and 300 fresh entries 
correspond to 200 old ones in the specimen (more exactly 327 to 
218), so that with cross-references (say 5000) there would be at 
least 142,500 entries under authors' names in the complete 'work. 

1 The substance of these remarks was given in a Sib. review which I sent to ~*r' Billings at that time. I insert them here because the profession throughout the world is interested in the success of his undertaking, and because m the 
many notices of, this specimen in the journals no attempt has been made to examine it critically and no suggestion has been offered for its improvement. 
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Each entry must be repeated once or more under the respective 
subject. We should have thus far a total of 285,000 entries. A 

page in the specimen contains about forty entries, so that 7125 
pages would be occupied. There are in addition thirty-two out of 
the seventy-two pages in the specimen filled with references to 

journals, and for these 5700 additional pages would be required 
(= 32 of references to 40 of authors). This would make a total of 
12,825 pages. We have still to add many pages for additions and 

especially additional references; indeed, if the latter are to be 

moderately complete, they must be very much extended. I, for 
my part, after comparing the references given with others, think it 
would not be safe to estimate the additional pages so required at 
less than 6000. The conclusion is that the complete catalogue, 
printed as the specimen, would occupy more than 15,000 pages, or 
say fifteen to twenty very thick volumes. It is scarcely necessary 
to point to the cost and other objections in order to prove the 

desirability of diminishing the size if possible. 
]\Tow, the utility of the three portions, which form by their union 

this specimen, is very different. A catalogue of books arranged 
according to authors' names is absolutely necessary for the officials 
of a large library for the ready finding of the books demanded by 
readers, and, indeed, in all cases to determine at once whether a 

given book is in the library. Eor this purpose it must be complete, 
and such completeness is usually and most readily effected by suc- 
cessive manuscript additions; in a rapidly increasing library a 

printed catalogue a year old is already out of date. Such a cata- 

logue is also, indeed, of occasional assistance to the few who are 
interested in medical bibliography. All this has, however, been 

provided for to a large extent in the two volumes described; to 

reprint the titles contained in them would add to the expense and 

size, but in no considerable degree increase the utility of the new 
catalogue. I must repeat that I shall be glad to see what has been 
so well done in respect to an alphabetical catalogue supplemented 
from time to time by similar volumes. 

The list of books arranged according to their subjects would be 
of service to a much larger number, indeed in some degree to 
all who can refer to a large medical library, but chiefly to 
those who have ready access to Washington. Finally, the re- 

ferences to periodical literature would probably, if not in too 

cumbrous a form, be used by almost all readers, in fact by all 
who can refer in a private or public library to one or more sets 
of journals. I will not attempt to decide whether it would be 
better to combine the two latter parts, but will suggest as worth 
consideration whether the index to periodical literature would 

not be more serviceable if divided into parts according to the lan- 
guage. The great majority of medical men read but one language; 
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even those, who can read more, rarely have access to the books 
themselves. Be that as it may, I should urge that if such an index 
is to be reliable and permanently of use, it must be exhaustive for 
tne period chosen; the references should include all original papers 
and cases, and a list of the journals, transactions, or collections, 
indexed, should be appended. Anv attempt at a selection of papers 
^ould be fatal .1 

In conclusion I warmly congratulate the profession of the United 
tates on their good fortune in possessing so able a bibliographer 

as -iJr. Billings, who has the intellect to appreciate the importance of 
a 

Jc1"^ Pu^^c medical library and the enthusiasm and diligence 
suincient to overcome the endless difficulties met with in the forma- 
\on and management of such a collection. Surely his efforts and 

^ls great success will have a reflex action on European, especially on 
-English, librarians. Nowhere are there such numerous opportu- 
nities for buying rare and curious books and manuscripts, as in the 
?London auction-rooms, yet no use seems to be made of them by 
any of the London medical libraries at the present time. 

Thomas Windsor. 

* ma^ mer,tion that, many years ago, 
I offered the New Sydenham Society 

a complete index to all British 
medical journals up to the year 

1860 

o i\so this Review for Jan., 1863, p. 88). 


